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Summary

Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) was first introduced in 1999, and since then it has
become one of the standard technologies in enterprise application development. An enterprise
application is a complex software product that manipulates much persistent data and interacts
with the user through a vast and complex user interface. Like any complex software systems,
enterprise applications need to continuously change to adapt to new requirements. However,
successive changes lead to a decay in the internal quality unless effort is invested to control it.
To address the complexity of enterprise applications, J2EE offers a conglomerate of several
technologies, (e.g. Enterprise Java Beans — EJB or Java Server Pages — JSP) using several
languages, (e.g. Java, XML or SQL). In this context, simply applying existing reverse engineering
and quality assurance techniques developed for object-oriented systems fails due to two major reasons: (1) analyzing only the Java source code overlooks the information written in other languages
such as the XML configurations, the JSP files, the database structure or the SQL statements, and
(2) even when analyzing the Java source code we need to consider the technology specific patterns
(e.g. implementing specific interfaces).
Very little research effort has been spent on understanding the forces that influence the evolution of J2EE applications. This project aims to conduct a systematic study in reverse engineering
and quality assurance of J2EE applications. In particular, we target the following questions each
of them being addressed in a separate track:
1. How do we model J2EE to support analysis of the different languages?
2. What defines internal quality in J2EE applications and how do we measure it?
3. How do we visualize the diversity of languages to support understanding of J2EE applications?
J2EE meta-model. A prerequisite to analyzing a system is an explicit meta-model to represent
it. Consequently, we want to start by enhancing the meta-model for object-oriented systems with
entities that specifically model JSP and EJB. We also intend to build the necessary parsers that
will populate the models. We will build on the existing infrastructure for parsing Java, and extend
it to include JSP and XML.
J2EE metrics. Classical object-oriented metrics fail to capture the semantics of J2EE. For
example, an Entity Bean whose persistency is managed by the container, will be detected as being
a Data Class by traditional approaches, because it features mostly data and accessor methods.
However, that is precisely the intent behind such Entity Beans, since they are mapped to database
entities. In this context, the first problem that we want to tackle is to identify the appropriate
metrics and detection strategies. Furthermore, given the diversity of languages, a second problem
that we want to tackle is: How do we construct metrics that measure interaction between code
written in different languages?
J2EE visualizations. Visualization is not only useful for software reverse engineering, but can
also be used as a research tool to help the construction of automatic detection by revealing the
results. We aim to construct various visualizations to reveal issues like: the components placed
in layers and their relationships, or the application parts that access the database. One general
problem we want to address is how to represent the heterogeneous aspects of J2EE applications.
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Research plan

2.1

State of Research in the Field

We review the research done on analyzing J2EE applications Section 2.1.1. Since only very little
research effort has been spent on analyzing J2EE applications, we review the state of the art
that has addressed similar problems to those in our context. As the problem of analyzing a new
technology like J2EE is similar to that of analyzing object-oriented systems, in Section 2.1.2 we
review the work on object-oriented software metrics and quality assurance. Finally, in Section 2.1.3
we review approaches for software visualization.
2.1.1

J2EE patterns and analysis

Prior to the first widely used release of J2EE (i.e. version 1.3 in 2001), a series of design patterns
was released by Sun [Sun]. The catalogue was also published in the form of a book later the same
year [ACM01].
Fowler’s patterns for enterprise application architecture are not limited to J2EE, but they are
applicable to a wide range of enterprise technology [Fow05]. Although these patterns are presented
in an informal manner, they provide an excellent starting point for building automated analyses
of J2EE applications.
Marinescu has tackled the problem of improving the classical design flaw detection strategies
by taking into account the enterprise applications specific patterns [Mar06]. In particular, she
studied the detection of Data Class and Feature Envy design flaws [FBB+ 99] by also taking into
account the interaction with the database.
From a different perspective, Cecchet et al. measured the performance and scalability of EJB
[CMZ02]. They have analyzed five versions of the same system, each version being implemented
using a different design. Among others, they have concluded that the performance of an application
based exclusively on Entity Beans depends on whether the container uses reflection or not.
Several tools have been built to provide an integrated environment for the development of
J2EE applications (e.g. Bea Workshop1 , JBoss Eclipse IDE2 or other Eclipse plugins3 ). Apart
from services like code generation and transparent configuration management, these tools also
provide code completion throughout the entire technological space. For example, when editing
Java source code inside a JSP file, the methods of the Java class are displayed. However, the
primary focus of these tools is on optimization of development rather than on offering support for
quality assurance.
2.1.2

Software metrics and quality assurance

Object-oriented design claims to support essential software quality goals, like maintainability and
reusability, with mechanisms like encapsulation of data, inheritance and dynamic binding [Mey88].
However, in the late 1990’s, the software industry was confronted with a large number of legacy
software systems that lacked all of the aforementioned qualities: they were instead inflexible and
hard to reuse [Rie96, FBB+ 99, FP96].
Over the last decades, the demand for quality in software products has become increasingly
emphasized. As DeMarco pointed out the only way we can control quality is by measuring it
[deM86]. This led to the definition of a large number of metrics that were designed to take
the specifics of the object-oriented technology into account [HS96, LK94, LH93, CK94, HM96].
For example, concepts of coupling and cohesion had to be redefined for object-oriented systems
[BDW98, BDW99].
Design flaw detection strategies encapsulate known heuristics and consist of rules that combine
metrics and thresholds [Mar04, MSG99]. The problem of setting the thresholds has been addressed
by Mihancea and Marinescu, by using machine learning to optimize the thresholds against a known
1 http://www.bea.com/framework.jsp?CNT=index.htm\&FP=/content/products/workshop/workshop/
2 http://www.jboss.com/products/jbosside
3 http://eclipse-plugins.2y.net/eclipse/plugins.jsp?category=J2EE+development+platform
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training set [MM05]. Another approach to produce reliable thresholds was to analyze a large suite
of systems and average the typical values [LM06]. Sahraoui et al. proposed the use of fuzzy
threshold values instead of fixed values [SBL01].
Metrics represent the building blocks for quality models. Factor-Criteria-Metric Models have
long been used for procedural code [MRW76, BBK+ 78]. With the shift to object-orientation, they
have also been adapted to a model called QMOOD [BD02]. Marinescu and Raţiu have criticized
the Factor-Criteria-Metric Models for their gap between the problem and the solution. They
proposed an alternative quality model, called Factor-Strategy model, that, instead of depending
on metrics directly, depends on detection strategies [MR04]. As design flaw detection strategies
encapsulate heuristics, this model bridges the gap between the quality problem and the solution
to remedy the problem. Trifu et al. have used them to propose automated correction strategies
[TSG04].
2.1.3

Software visualization

Rather then providing an automatic detection of problems, visualization is concerned with displaying the data in a way that enables the eye to interpret them [SDBP98]. According to a recent
survey, most specialists consider visualization “absolutely necessary, or important” for software
maintenance, reverse engineering and reengineering [Kos03].
Representing programs as graphs has long been used for software visualization, and several tools
have implemented this approach: Hy+ [CM93], SHriMP [SM95, MADSM01], Rigi [Mül86, MK88].
Perhaps the most widely used visual notation in software engineering is that offered by the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) [Fow03].
Once a visualization is rendered on the screen, the user not only wants to look at it, he also
wants to interact with it. According to Storey et al. [SFM99] this helps to reduce the cognitive
overhead of any visualization. Furthermore, the user also wants to customize the views. Vizz3D
embodies this idea and offers general visualizations that can be customized by the user [PLL05].
Representing programs as graphs is not the only means of representation. SV3D presents lines
of code as dots and each dot can be associated with different information such as the nesting level
or the control flow [MFM03]. For quantitative information, such as the occurrence of a phenomena,
3D is used. Control Structure Diagrams [HCIM02] are based on the layout of the code since they
are intended to support the programmers to understand the flow and structure of methods.
A challenge for visualizing abstract data, such as source code, is to distinguish between the
different parts. UML uses text to distinguish between similar entities, but when large amounts
of data are presented, text is not a recognizable element. Another possibility is to generate automatically VisualIDs [LRFN04]. VisualIDs have been successfully used in the context of browsing
the file system, and we believe it is a promising path to be exploited in software visualization.
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Research Fields

The Software Composition Group (SCG) carries out research in programming languages and
software engineering methods to support the construction of flexible and open software systems.
In recent years, the research has focussed on techniques and mechanisms to support software
evolution.
Our ongoing SNF research project4 is concerned specifically with developing support for software evolution in the programming language and development tools. The work proposed here falls
out of the scope of our current SNF project, which is more concerned with programming language
technology than with reverse engineering and quality assessment.
Another SNF SCOPES project5 supports cooperation in the realm of reengineering between
research groups in Berne and Lugano, Switzerland and Timisoara, Romania. The SCOPES project
is directly relevant to the current proposal, but it should be noted that SCOPES provide Swiss
partners only with a modest budget for travel, and does not cover salaries.
This project will be carried out in the context of the Moose analysis environment6 . Moose
was conceived in 1997 in the context of the FAMOOS European project7 , and since then, it has
continually evolved to support research8 in reverse engineering and quality assurance within the
Software Composition Group and other research groups [DGLD05, DT03, NDG05, DDN02].
Moose is a reengineering environment that provides a flexible framework on which several
analysis tools have been implemented: CodeCrawler is a general purpose visualization tool [LD05],
ConAn is a concept analysis tool [Aré05], Chronia is a tool for analyzing CVS repositories [See06],
Hapax is a tool to analyze the linguistic information from the source code [KDG05], Mondrian is
a scripting visualization engine [Mey06], SmallDude is a tool for duplication detection [BGM06],
Softwarenaut is an interactive visualization tool [LLG06], TraceScraper is a tool for analyzing
dynamic information [GD05], Van is a tool for evolution analysis [Gı̂r05].
In this section we review recent SCG publications that are particularly relevant to this proposal.
In particular, we summarize the research we have carried out in the following areas: (1) metamodeling and parsing, (2) software metrics, (3) software visualization.
All cited papers are available in electronic form from the SCG web site:
http://www.iam.unibe.ch/~scg/cgi-bin/scgpubs.cgi
2.2.1

Meta-modeling and parsing

Meta-modeling is a primary concern at Software Composition Group, as it provides the basic
blocks for building high-level analyses. That is why we actively build meta-models to support our
research in reverse engineering.
FAMIX is a unified meta-model developed in the SCG for reengineering object-oriented systems
[Tic01]. FAMIX modeled static information like classes, methods, functions etc..
The work on analyzing software evolution has led to the construction of a generic meta-model
called Hismo which is based on modeling evolution as a first class entity [Gı̂r05]. Hismo is generic
in that it extends any structural meta-model with the notion of history as a sequence of versions
[GD06]. Recently, we have also participated in a joint effort to produce a unified meta-model and
a file format for supporting mining software repositories [KZK+ 06].
Dynamic analysis reasons about the execution of programs (i.e. how methods get invoked at
runtime, and how objects are passed around the system). In this context, we have extended the
structural entities of FAMIX with execution entities such as trace and activation. The resulting
meta-model is called Dynamix [Gre07].
4 SNF project # 200020-113342: Analyzing, Capturing and Taming Software Change, Oct 1, 2006 - Sept. 30,
2008. See http://www.iam.unibe.ch/~scg/Research/SNF06/
5 SNF SCOPES/JRP Project IB7320-110997: Network Of Reengineering Expertise (NOREX), 2005-2007. See
http://www.iam.unibe.ch/~scg/Research/NOREX/.
6 http://moose.unibe.ch
7 ESPRIT Project 21975: Framework-based Approach for Mastering Object-Oriented Software Evolution. Sept.
1996-Sept. 1999.
8 SNF project 620-066077: Recast: Evolution of Object-Oriented Applications. 2002-2006.
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To analyze an unknown system we need parsers to produce models that conform to the wanted
meta-model. However, when facing a new language, the parser might not be readily available.That
is why we have built an iterative technique to parse unknown languages based on provided examples
of mappings of the code to entities in the meta-model [Kob05, NKG+ 07]. Using the mapping
examples, we automatically produce a grammar that we check against the rest of the files of the
system.
JSP poses a challenge for parsing, as it is embedded in HTML. We initiated an open-source
project for a JSP parser that is a plugin of Eclipse. It currently supports standard JSP code, but
it ignores custom tags. In the future, we plan to extend the parser to deal with all the details of
JSP [Gur06].
We have also investigated the use of meta-modeling from a model-driven engineering perspective. Our primary experience comes from the construction of Moose. Currently, Moose owes its
generality to an extensive meta-modeling infrastructure based on MOF (Meta-Object Facility)
[DG06]. Based on this infrastructure, we have constructed generic import-export capabilities and
user interfaces for manipulating models.
2.2.2

Software metrics

In an initial study, we have determined that size and inheritance measurements are not reliable
indicators for detecting problems, but are only useful for indicating stability [DD99].
To characterize software packages we have developed a series of simple metrics, and we use a
Kiviat diagram to display them [DLP05]. The goal of the diagrams is to give a perspective on the
nature of the package from a client/provider perspective.
We have used metrics and metric-based rules to identify what changed in the system over time.
In an initial study we have identified refactorings using metric-based rules that are applied to two
versions of the system [DDN00].
Recently, we have devised evolution metrics based on the Hismo meta-model that summarize
the entire history [Gı̂r05]. We have defined Yesterday’s Weather, a measurement that indicates
the relevance of starting the analysis of a new system from the latest changed parts [GDL04]. In
another application, we have shown that evolution information can be combined with structural
information for to improve the detection rate of design flaws [RDGM04].
To support the construction of metrics, we have contributed to the construction of the SAIL
language [MMG05]. SAIL is an interpreted language that offers mechanisms for manipulating
groups of objects and for aggregating properties into numerical values.
2.2.3

Software visualization

CodeCrawler is a generic graph visualization tool [Lan03a]. It was born as an implementation of
the concept of Polymetric View [LD03]. The Polymetric View is a generic graph visualization that
shows nodes as rectangles, and maps up to five metrics mapped on the dimensions (i.e. width and
height), color and position of the rectangles (i.e. x and y). Polymetric Views have been widely used
in several areas: showing the hierarchies of the system with System Complexity View [Lan03b],
showing class internals with Class Blueprint [DL05], showing code duplication [Rie04], showing
dynamic information [DFW04], showing the evolution of classes using the Evolution Matrix [LD02],
or showing the evolution of class hierarchies with Hierarchy Evolution View [GLD05].
To show how different properties spread over the software system, we have developed a generic
visualization called Distribution Map [DGK06]. A Distribution Map shows partitions of the system
(e.g. classes grouped in packages) and maps on the color the properties. We have applied this
visualization to reveal the spread of topics detected with linguistic analysis [?], and to analyze
how developers participate in the development of features [GGD07].
A novel technique to analyze dynamic information was augmented with a visualization of the
execution traces as signals [KG06]. The traces were ordered to visually determine commonalities
between the different executions.
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We have also experimented with the use of 3D visualization and animation to identify trace
visualization [GLW06]. The animation is used to show a movie of the events to detect execution
hot spots.
Mondrian is a scripting visualization engine that allows for the specification of the visualization based on meta-model transformations [MGL06]. The goal of Mondrian is to allow for fast
prototyping of visualization. Mondrian received 2nd prize at ESUG Innovation Contest 2006, and
is currently used for research in several Universities.
Microprints display source code using horizontal lines to denote each individual source line
[DLR05]. Several color schemes are added on top to reveal different parts like assignments to
variables, super calls or decision points.
The architecture of a software systems can be hidden at different levels within the package
hierarchy. That is why, we have explored the use of interactive navigation to support visual
architecture recovery [LLG06].
Code duplication is a universal source of problems in software development. That is why
we have developed a language-independent visual approach that uses a correlation matrix to
identify the duplications [DRD99]. We have also used a similar correlation matrix to identify
implementation topics using information retrieval [KDG05].
Versioning systems record information about the developers that performed the changes. We
have devised a metric to detect the owner of a file, and then we have visualized how owners change
over time [GKSD05]. Based on the visualization we could detect patterns of developer behavior,
as well as the zone of influence for each developer. Furthermore, we have used the information
about the author of each line of code to reveal who copies from whom [BGM06]. We have built a
visualization and performed an empirical study to identify several types of code clones.
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Detailed Research Plan

The proposed research aims to ease the evolution of J2EE applications by conducting a systematic
study to support their reverse engineering and quality assurance. We propose four closely related
tracks to achieve this end:
1. construct a meta-model of J2EE and produce corresponding parsers,
2. develop metrics and quality detection strategies that take into account the specifics of J2EE,
3. develop visualizations that reveal the most important parts of J2EE applications.
We will outline the goals of each of these tracks and describe the steps we envisage to achieve
these goals.
2.3.1

J2EE Meta-model

To analyze a software system, we first need to construct a model of it that conforms to an expected
meta-model. Thus, a problem that we will tackle for the entire duration of the project is to build a
unified meta-model of J2EE. The new meta-model will be based on FAMIX and it will extend it to
express and analyze several issues: dependencies between Beans, dependencies between JSP Pages
and Java source code, HTML anchors that point from one JSP to another, database structure,
dependencies between Java source code and database structure.
We will also build parsers. While this is purely an engineering effort, we need parsers to be able
to perform extensive analysis. However, we foresee that parsing the new sources of information
will pose significant challenges.
In the case of JSP we need to parse the JSP files. We have already conducted an initial
project, called j2moose9 , that transforms JSP into Java, and then uses the Eclipse infrastructure
to produce the model. Currently, j2moose only parses the standard JSP code, and it ignores the
custom tags that encapsulate the Java code. We plan to extend j2moose to take into account the
taglib descriptor files that map the custom tags to Java classes.
In the case of EJB we need to parse the Java source code together with the configuration files.
The goal is to recover the mapping between the Beans and the source code. For this we intend
to explore two solutions: (1) extend the j2moose parser to also parse the XML files and export a
complete model that includes JSP and EJB, or (2) build a separate tool to parse the XML and
link the recovered information with the entities in the model produced by j2moose.
In the case of the databases, we will build tools to query the meta-data to recover the structure
of the tables and then link these with the source code entities that access them.
We expect the meta-model to co-evolve with the produced parsers as more analyses will be
constructed. We plan to start with extending the current solution for JSP. Soon afterwards, we
will tackle EJB, and later on the connection to the database.
2.3.2

J2EE Metrics

J2EE is a relatively new technology, and no extensive research has been invested in quantifying
the factors that influence the evolvability of J2EE applications. There exists, however, a large
body of patterns and heuristics gathered by the engineering community from experience. That is
why we will take as starting point the study and detection of existing patterns.
We first need a sample of J2EE applications to study. Besides analyzing open source projects
that use J2EE as underlying technology (e.g. Liferay Portal10 , WordNet Web11 , MeshCMS12 ) we
will also look for industrial applications.
The most straightforward metrics are those that measure the size of the different parts. Thus,
we will start by building size metrics for the different parts. Here are some examples: the number
9 http://j2moose.sourceforge.net/
10 http://sourceforge.net/projects/lportal/
11 http://sourceforge.net/projects/wnwa/
12 http://sourceforge.net/projects/meshcms/
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of Java source code lines in the JSP pages, the number of references to Java classes from JSP
pages, the number of direct SQL queries both in JSP pages and in Java source code, the number
of Beans.
An enterprise application has a complex domain model. In a well-designed J2EE application,
the domain model will be at the core of the system and it will be formed by Java classes. Thus,
the domain model represents the primary candidate for applying existing metrics-based detection
techniques.
One hypothesis is that the domain model reflects possible flaws in the system, and that it
should be the starting point for quality assurance analysis. On the one hand, we want to know
how does a flaw in the domain model propagate in the rest of the system? For example, lacking an
explicit abstraction can affect the database schema, which in turns affects the queries used to get
the data. On the other hand, when dealing with a legacy database that cannot be easily changed,
the domain model might be the one impacted by the design flaws in the database design.
The domain model should be isolated by a layer of Session Beans that is remotely invoked from
the presentation layer. Furthermore, the access to the database should be encapsulated in another
layer, potentially formed by Entity Beans. We intend to measure such interactions to detect the
coupling between the different layers.
From a different perspective, when a large applications is developed by several developers and
depends on several technologies, having a robust build process is crucial. That is why, we also want
to investigate and to measure the build files to identify possible problems like code duplication.
Furthermore, the analysis of the build files reveals how the application is intended to be deployed,
information that can be used when measuring the dependencies between parts.
2.3.3

J2EE Visualization

Visualization is a useful reverse engineering tool, and can be used a first step in the process of
designing automated detections. We plan to build visualizations along the entire period of the
project: first to use visualization as an exploratory tool, and later to build a suite of visualizations
that prove to be useful when analyzing J2EE applications.
First we want to visualize the separation of concerns by showing the components in the context
of the layers and the relationships between them. With such a view we can possibly detect the
dependencies that violate the layered architecture.
Another interesting piece of information is the accesses to the database from the Java classes
and JSP pages. We expect to use such a visualization to detect whether the database access is
localized or spread over the system.
The location in the file system of the various files is an important piece of information as it
reveals the view of developers on the system. That is why we intend to construct a visualization
that relates the source code to the file system to answer questions like: Are the JSP files separated
from the Java classes?, Which JSP pages are grouped together? If there are several configuration
files, are they placed together to the source code they configure? One possibility is to use a
visualization similar to the Distribution Map.
We expect that one general challenge will be to find appropriate representations for displaying
various languages. One possible solution we would like to experiment with is using VisualIDs.
VisualIDs are automatically generated icons using an algorithm that preserves similarities based
on a given input (e.g. names of entities). We would like to build classes of ids for each medium
(e.g. JSP or EJB) and use them to display the complex relationships between the J2EE entities.
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Timetable

Dr. Tudor Gı̂rba has recently started a PostDoc in our group, and we plan that Dr. Gı̂rba
will occupy the PostDoc position in the context of this project. Mr. Stefan Reichhart finished
his Masters thesis in April, and he will start his PhD on meta-modeling and measuring J2EE
applications, if this project is accepted.
We expect to obtain the following results over the two years of the project. We expect a rough
correspondence between bullet items below and publishable units.
Year 1
Modeling J2EE
– extend FAMIX with a first version of the JSP meta-model
– extend FAMIX with a first version of the EJB meta-model
– extend FAMIX with a first version of the meta-model for
representing databases
– extend the current JSP parser to take into account custom
tags
– build a parser for EJB configuration files
J2EE metrics
– identify and parse case studies
– develop size metrics
– measure the quality of the domain models using objectoriented techniques
J2EE visualization – design and implement first visualizations for showing the
components and their relationships
– design and implement a visualization for relating the source
code to the file system
– construct variations of the VisualIDs algorithm for representing the various languages
Year 2
Modeling J2EE
– build an importer for recovering database structure
– build a parser for SQL
– extend the meta-model with relationships between Java
classes and JSP pages to the database
J2EE metrics
– measure the coupling between layers
– develop new quality detecting strategies
J2EE visualization – refine the visualizations that show the components interaction
– design and implement visualizations for showing how the
database is accessed from the system
Year 3
Modeling J2EE
– finalize the unified meta-model
J2EE metrics
– measure the quality of build files
J2EE visualization – summarize a catalogue of visualizations useful for understanding J2EE applications
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Significance of the Research

J2EE is the most widely-used technology in enterprise applications. Nevertheless, until now only
little research has been spent on understanding the forces that influence the costs attached to
evolving such applications. We strongly believe that analysis of J2EE applications, and more
generally analysis of enterprise applications, will gain increasing importance in both research
community and in industry.
Analyzing enterprise applications requires an extensive tool support. The availability of such
a tool support is going to be a crucial factor in the success of research in this domain. We intend
to capitalize on our Moose environment and FAMIX meta-model. Both Moose and FAMIX are
already used in several universities (in Switzerland and in other European countries) for research
in object-oriented reverse engineering and quality assurance.
We see the current project as an important step in creating a center of expertise in Switzerland
in analyzing enterprise applications, and in consolidating the community that uses Moose by
enabling new research paths. We intend to expand this community by holding anual workshops
to enable the community to grow around Moose and FAMIX. This year we organized a workshop
(FAMIX and Moose in Reengineering Research) colocated with TOOLS Europe 2007 in Zurich,
where we provided researchers a forum to collaborate through ideas, data and implementation.
The research we propose addresses both fundamental and practical issues. The key venues for
disseminating the results are the international, peer-reviewed conferences and journals in which
we have consistently published our results.
In addition to publishing results in established venues, we also actively seek collaborations
with industry, in particular to apply our analysis techniques to live and large case studies. We
have recently completed a pilot project with Harman/BeckerAutomotive Systems (Germany) on
assessing the quality of a large object-oriented system. We are initiating a pilot project with the
Software Development Department of the Institut für Geistiges Eigentum (Switzerland) to study
several large J2EE systems.

